The normalised excess variance (σ 2 NXS ) parameter can be used to measure the X-ray variability of active galactic nuclei (AGN).
INTRODUCTION
The general consensus in Astronomy is that every large galaxy harbours a super-massive black hole (SMBH) with masses in a range 10 6 to 10 9 M , e.g. (Ferrarese & Ford 2005) . About 10 per cent of these are revealed, at any epoch, by an extremely bright active galactic nucleus (AGN), e.g. (Gandhi 2005) , with bolometric luminosities ranging from 10 42 to 10 46 erg s −1 . MBH and the stellar luminosity concentration parameter (Trujillo et al. 2001) . Studying the mechanisms underlying AGN activity and feedback is essential to improve our understanding of galaxy evolution (e.g. Sijacki et al. 2007 ). And, as numerical simulations of the co-evolution of blackholes and galaxies continue to improve (e.g. DeGraf et al. 2015) , it is essential that larger samples of MBH are gathered from observations. These measurements are needed in order to constrain structure formation models.
The most direct method to measure MBH is via stellar velocity dispersions (e.g. Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ghez et al. 2005) . However, the technique can only be used in the very local (z < 0.025) Universe and when there is no AGN in the core: an AGN would be so bright as to obscure the starlight from the galactic bulge. Where there is an active core, the best alternative to measure MBH is to use reverberation mapping (Blandford & McKee 1982) . This technique measures the delay between changes in the continuum emission from the hot gas in the accretion disk and the response to these changes in the broad emission lines in the optical, UV and near IR part of the spectrum. However, this method, only applicable to Type 1 AGN (i.e. those with broad emission lines), is costly in terms of telescope time because it requires time resolved, high signal to noise, spectroscopy. Therefore, to date, only a few dozen successful measurements have been made. The largest combination of MBH measurements from reverberation mapping comprises of just 63 AGN (Bentz & Katz 2015) , which in turn draws on various other surveys including Peterson et al. (1998) , Grier et al. (2012) , and Kaspi et al. (2000) .
Although reverberation mapping is unlikely, at least in the near term, to deliver SMBH masses for large (>100) samples of AGN, it can be used to calibrate indirect methods that are less costly in terms of telescope time. For example, it has been used to calibrate a method that is based on the width of broad optical emission lines measured from singleepoch optical or UV spectroscopy (e.g. Vestergaard 2002) . Reverberation mapping has also been used to calibrate MBH estimation from X-ray variability, (Ponti et al. 2012, e.g.) .
Since the early days of X-ray astronomy it has been known that X-ray emission is by far the most important contributor to the overall luminosity of AGN (Elvis et al. 1978) , and that this X-ray emission demonstrates significant variability over periods of hours to days (e.g. McHardy 1988; Pounds & McHardy 1988) . The short timescale of the variability implies that the X-ray emitting region is very compactsince variability is governed by light-crossing time -and hence located close to the SMBH. The most accurate method to quantify X-ray variability of an AGN is to look at the power spectral density function (PSD). Analysis from EXOSAT, (e.g. Lawrence & Papadakis 1993) , and later RTXE, (e.g. Uttley et al. 2002) , showed that the PSD could be modeled by a powerlaw with slopes of Γ −2, flattening at some 'break' frequency. McHardy et al. (2006) demonstrated the PSD break increases proportionally with MBH. This was also confirmed by Körding et al. (2007) who also showed that MBH and break frequency were intimately related.
Detailed PSD analysis of light-curves from SMBH and black hole binaries (BHB) indicated that the emission engine powering both AGN and BHBs are the same, for although the X-ray variability timescales differ between AGN (a few hundred seconds and up) and BHBs (seconds or less), the power spectra are very similar. Hence the variability difference can be accounted for by the difference in the mass of the central object (e.g. Uttley et al. 2002 , Markowitz et al. 2003 .
Unfortunately, PSD analyses necessitate long (typically tens of kiloseconds) X-ray observations of individual AGN. This is because the lowest observable frequency scales as t −1 , where t is the observation exposure time. Due to the requirement of long X-ray exposures, the PSD method of estimating MBH cannot be applied to large samples of AGN. An alternative way to define X-ray variability, that is significantly less costly in terms of X-ray telescope time, is the Normalised Excess Variance (σ 2 NXS ) (e.g. Nandra et al. 1997 ). This parameter is given by
where N is the number of time bins in the light-curve of the source,x is the mean count rate, xi is the count-rate in bin i and σ 2 i the error in count rate in bin i. A positive value of σ 2 NXS implies that intrinsic variability of the source dominates the measurement uncertainty (and vice versa). As shown by van der Klis (1997), the σ 2 NXS is simply the integral of the PSD over a frequency interval νmin to νmax i.e:
where νmin = T −1 , νmax = 2∆T −1 , T is the duration of the observation, and ∆T is length of light-curve time bin.
The Poisson uncertainty on an individual measurement of σ 2 NXS has been been estimated by Vaughan et al. (2003a) to be
where σ 2 err is the mean square error.
When comparing different AGN, the σ 2 NXS values need to be k-corrected and adjusted to account for differences in observing times, see Kelly et al. (2013) . According to Middei et al. (2016) these two factors can be accounted for by the scaling relation:
where z is the redshift of the AGN, ∆t is a fixed time interval, ∆t obs is the time interval over the observation, and β is estimated to be 0.10 ± 0.01 (e.g. Antonucci et al. 2014 ).
The use of the relationship between σ 2 NXS and MBH as a proxy for MBH was first proposed by Nikolajuk et al. (2004) . To date, the most comprehensive study of this relationship can be found Ponti et al. (2012) . This study drew upon the "Catalogue of AGN In the XMM Archive" (or CAIXA) published in Bianchi et al. (2009a) . CAIXA contains 168 radio-quiet AGN that were observed by XMM-Newton, 125 of which had independent measurements of MBH (32 of which coming from reverberation mapping). Regardless of the MBH estimation techniques, Ponti et al. (2012) found a significant anti-correlation between MBH and σ However, the results presented in Ponti et al. (2012) remain controversial. Subsequent work, (e.g. Pan et al. 2015) and Ludlam et al. (2015) -based on the analysis of 11 and 14 low mass, MBH ≤ 10 6 M , AGN respectively -suggest that there is a flattening of correlation between variability and MBH in the low mass regime. Moreover, Allevato et al. 2013 , conclude that σ 2 NXS is a biased estimate of the variance of a continuously sampled light-curve which depends on both prior knowledge of the PSD slope and the sampling pattern. Moreover, the physical basis of a correlation between σ 2 NXS and LX (and by implication between MBH and LX) is unclear, as it would require the distribution of Eddington ratios (which can vary by up to three orders of magnitude for a given MBH, Woo & Urry e.g. 2002) to be peaked. Whereas some authors (e.g. Woo & Urry 2002) claim there is no such peak, others claim that there is (Steinhardt & Elvis 2010, e.g.) , Kollmeier et al. (2006) , Lusso et al. (2012) .
The study presented here was motivated by evidence for a peaked distribution of AGN Eddington ratios, and by the forthcoming availability of up to a million LX measurements for AGN from the upcoming eROSITA mission (Predehl et al. 2010) . Our goal was to determine whether it would be possible to gather useful MBH estimates using LX values alone. (Due to the short exposures of the individual observations comprising the eROSITA all-sky survey, very fewif any -values of σ 2 NXS will be measured.) Our approach has been to re-examine correlations between the X-ray observables LX and σ 2 NXS , both with each other, and with reverberation mapping determined MBH measurements. For the σ 2 NXS estimates, we have used the method advocated by Allevato et al. 2013 , which is more conservative than that used in Ponti et al. (2012) . An overview of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes how AGN were identified from the XMM Cluster Survey point source catalogue. Section 3 describes methods used to the measure variability (σ 2 NXS ), X-ray luminosity (LX), and spectral index (Γ) of the AGN. Section 4 presents the measured correlations between X-ray observables and MBH. Section 5 looks ahead to the launch of eROSITA and forecasts the potential to derive MBH estimates from eROSITA luminosity measurements. Section 6 presents discussions and future directions. We assume the cosmological parameters H0 = 70km s −1 Mpc −1 , ΩΛ = 0.73 and ΩM = 0.27 throughout.
DATA
The XMM Cluster Survey, (XCS) Romer et al. (2001) provides an ideal opportunity to define a new sample of X-ray detected AGN. XCS is a serendipitous search for galaxy clusters using all publicly available data in the XMM-Newton Science Archive. In addition to collating detections of extended X-ray sources, i.e. cluster candidates, XCS also identifies serendipitous and targeted point-like X-ray sources. The XCS source catalogue grows with the size of the XMM public archive. At the time of writing, it contained over 250,000 point sources. The data reduction and source detection procedures used to generate the XCS source catalogue are described in (Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011, LD11 hereafter) .
For our study, we limited ourselves only to point-like sources detected by the XCS Automated Pipeline Algorithm (XAPA) with more than 300 (background subtracted) soft-band photons. LD11 showed that, above that threshold, the XCS morphological classification (point-like versus extended) is robust. There are 12,532 such sources in the current version of the XCS point source catalogue. Using Topcat 1 , their positions have been compared to those of known AGN in VC13, and the SDSS-DR12Q Quasar Catalog (Koz lowski 2016, 297 ,301 quasars).
The matching radius was set to a conservative value of 5 arcsec (LD11 find 95 per cent of matches fall within within 6.6 arcsec with a 1 per cent chance of false identification within 10 arcsec). We find 2039 matches to XCS point sources (> 300 counts): 1,689 sources in VC13 and 513 in SDSS DR12Q, with 163 in common 2 . After removing sources within 10
• of the Galactic plane, 1,316 remained sources in our sample (Sample-S0 hereafter, see Table 1 ).
Redshifts for the AGN in Sample-S0 are taken from VC13 or from SDSS-DR12Q -if the AGN appears in both catalogues, the VC13 value was used (note that there is minimal difference in redshift for AGN appearing in both catalogues). Many of the AGN were detected in multiple XMM observations. A total of 2,649 XMM observations have been included in the analyses of Sample-S0 presented herein. The distributions of redshift for each AGN, off-axis angle and the full observation duration (i.e. before flare correction) of the 2,649 individual observations are shown in Figure 1 .
DATA REDUCTION

Extracting light curves
For each PN observation of the 1,316 AGN in Sample-S0, we generate a clean event list which takes into account flare cleaning according to the methodology of LD11. We note that, for this study, we use only PN detector data, because the other two EPIC camera detectors (MOS1 and MOS2) are less sensitive, especially in the soft, 0.5 − 2.0 keV, energy band. We extracted, from the clean event list, the source lightcurve from a circular region 20 arcsec in radius centred on the XAPA coordinates for each AGN. We extracted a background light-curve from a circular annulus, centred on the same coordinate, with inner and outer radii of 50 arcsec and 60 arcsec respectively. The three radii (20, 50, 60 arcsec) were chosen so that photons from AGNs observed at large off-axis angles (where the PSF is extended and elongated compared to on-axis) do not extend into the background region. When other XAPA detected sources overlap with the source or background apertures, they were removed ('cheesed out') using 20 arcsec radius circles. We then generated rest frame 0.3−10.0 keV source and background light-curves in the PN detector in 250s time bins using the XMM Science Analysis System (SAS) task EPICLCCORR (this takes into account regions which fall on chip-gaps). 
Spectral fitting and luminosity estimates
For each PN observation of the 1,316 AGN in Sample-S0, we extracted, from the clean event lists, spectra for each AGN from the same source and background regions used to generate the light-curves ( § 3.1). The arfgen and rmfgen commands in SAS were used to generate the associated ancillary response files and detector matrices. The background-subtracted spectra were made such that there were a minimum of 20 counts in each channel. These were then were fit in the 0.2 − 10.0 keV energy range, to a typical AGN model (e.g. Kamizasa et al. 2012) : phabs*cflux(powerlaw + bbody) using XSPEC v12.8.2. The parameters in the cflux model are Emin and Emax (the minimum/maximum energy over which flux is calculated), set to 0.001 and 100.0 keV respectively, and lg10Flux (log flux in erg/cm 2 /s) which was left free. The other free parameters in our AGN model were the power-law index (Γ), black body temperature and black If the difference between the upper and lower limit on the luminosity (∆LX) was larger than the best fit value, i.e.
∆L X L X > 1 then the respective AGN was excluded from further analyses. The remaining sample contained 1,091 AGN and is referred to as Sample-S1 hereafter (see Table 1 ). The median
of this sample is 0.16. Figure 4 (top), shows the distribution of power law index (Γ) and the bottom plot shows the hard-band luminosity for Sample-S1. Where there are multiple observations of the same source, we used the value derived from the observation with the longest on-axis exposure (in order not to underestimate luminosity). Figure 5 shows the redshift distribution versus hard-band-luminosity for Sample-S1.
The average hard-band spectral index was measured to bē Γ = 1.81±0.34. This compares well with previous determinations. Nandra & Pounds 1994 measured 1.9< Γ <2.0 using Ginga Large Area proportional Counter observations of 27 AGN. Corral et al. (2011) foundΓ = 2.05±0.03 using XMM observations of 305 AGN.
We note that in the cases that the AGN was detected at a large off-axis distance, our method will under-estimate the total LX -because the extended PSF takes some of the source flux outside the 20 arcsec aperture. Therefore, we stress that all of the AGN used to test LX correlations in Section 4 were detected on-axis. This missing flux issue does not effect the Γ fit or σ 2 NXS measurement (Section 3.3).
Determining normalised excess variance
The light-curves were divided into equal segments of 10 ks (then again into segments of 20 ks). rected counts was < 20 (as in the case of a bright source with underexposed bins). If after removing bins in this way there were less than 20 bins remaining, we reject the segment from our analysis. All remaining segments after these cuts are applied were labelled as good. We calculated the 1σ error on this mean value as
where n is the number of segments, σ 2 NXS,i is the σ 2 NXS value of segment i and σ 2 NXS is the mean value across all n segments.
Mitigation of red-noise
AGN exhibit a-periodic red-noise, whereby there is an inherent uncertainty in the long-term variability due to the stochastic nature of AGN emission. As a result, an AGN light-curve generated at a given epoch is just one of many manifestations of the light-curve that the AGN will exhibit over its lifetime (see Vaughan et al. 2003b) . Estimating rednoise is difficult, as it depends on the steepness the of the PSD of the AGN. Thus, uncertainty regarding red-noise would persist even if the measurement errors on a given σ 2 NXS could be reduced to zero. This is demonstrated in Figure 6 , which shows light curves for an AGN that was observed by XMM at multiple epochs, the offset in the normalization between the six curves demonstrates the underlying stochastic variability. Figure 7 shows the respective σ 2 NXS value across the full duration of these observations, with the x-axis showing the start of the observation in XMM mission time. The dark and light grey shaded areas represent the 1 and 2σ scatter regions relative to the best fit LX-σ value for the AGN XMMXCSJ204409.7-104325.8 using the lightcurves shown in Figure 6 . The respective observation start time is indicated on the x-axis. For reference, we show the 1 and 2σ (dark and light grey respectively) confidence regions relative to the best fit L X -σ 2 NXS [20ks] relation at the mean L X for this AGN (see Figure 9 ). σ 2 NXS to be representative of the underlying PSD. We have adopted that constraint in this study. To our knowledge, this is the first time the Allevato et al. 2013 methods have been applied to real variability data. Figure 8 shows number of AGN with good 10 ks, and 20 ks available from the AGNs in Sample-S1.
S10, S20 sub-samples
From this approach we defined two different sub-samples as S10 and S20. These contain 67 and 45 AGN (18 and 10 with positive σ 2 NXS value) respectively. All LX, σ 2 NXS (with positive value) and MBH from reverberation mapping studies and AGN type are combined and shown in Table B1 in Appendix B. These sub-samples were used to investigate the correlations between σ 2 NXS and LX and between σ 2 NXS and MBH in Section 4. With regard to MBH, these values were taken from Bentz & Katz (2015) , using a cross match radius of 5 arcsec. The number of Bentz & Katz (2015) masses for each of the respective sub-samples are listed in Table 1 . With regard to AGN type, these were taken primarily from VC13 (where AGN type is based of the appearance of the Balmer lines) and in the case of two not given in VC13, supplemented by information in the SIMBAD database of astronomical objects (Wenger et al. 2000) .
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN X-RAY PROPERTIES AND BLACK HOLE MASS
We used the regression method of Kelly (2007) to derive the relationships between: i) LX (hard-band 2-10 keV luminosity) and σ 2 NXS ( Figure 9 and Table 2) , ii) σ 2 NXS and MBH ( Figure 10, Table 3 ), and iii) LX and MBH (Figure 11 , Table 4). In order to fit a linear relation to a scaling relation, Figure 8 . Histogram of the number of AGN with good 10 ks and 20 ks segments from our Sample-S1. The dark bars are for AGN with 20 or more segments from which we create sub-samples S10 and S20 (when σ 2 NXS is positive).
we adopted the usual practise of fitting to the log of the variables and their measurement errors. Significant correlations can be seen in all cases. There is a negative correlation between σ 2 NXS and LX, i.e. brighter AGN are less variable. There is also a negative correlation between σ 2 NXS and MBH, i.e. more massive black holes are surrounded by less variable AGN. Not surprisingly, therefore, there is a positive correlation between LX and MBH, i.e. brighter AGN contain more massive black holes. We note that all the LX values for the AGN used in these correlations come from on-axis observations (see Section 3.2). Our results are consistent with previous studies that have demonstrated an anti-correlation between luminosity and variability, e.g. Lawrence & Papadakis (1993) , Barr & Mushotzky (1986) , O'Neill et al. (2005) , Ponti et al. (2012) . It is not appropriate to compare slopes, scatter and normalisation with published results because of our differing approach to fitting. Instead, we applied our fitting method to the variability and LX data in Ponti et al. (2012) 
IMPLICATIONS FOR EROSITA
Due for launch in 2018, the extended Roentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array, eROSITA (Predehl et al. 2010) , will be the main instrument on the Russian satellite Spektrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG). It will be the first X-ray all-sky survey since ROSAT in the 1990s and will observe at X-ray energies between 0.3-10keV. Consisting of seven identical Wolter-1 mirror modules, eROSITA is based on the same pn-CCD technology of XMM, but with smaller pixel size (75µm, compared to 150µm), better energy resolution (138eV at 6keV, compared to ∼ 150eV at 6keV) and a larger field of view (1.03
• diameter, compared to 0.5
• ). eROSITA will carry out an all-sky survey (known as eRASS) over 4-years. The survey will be composed of 8 successive passages over the entire celestial sphere.
eRASS is expected to detect up to 3 million AGN out to z ∼ 6. The potential of these AGN to enhance our understanding, of how galaxies and black holes co-evolve, is enormous. However, first, it will be necessary to estimate MBH Table 2 . Correlations between hard-band L X and σ 2 NXS of the form log(σ 2 NXS ) = A+αlog(L/L piv ) where there are 20 or more good lightcurve segments for each of the segment durations length in column (1). (2) normalisation, (3) slope, (4) σ scatter L piv = 2 × 10 43 erg s −1 . CAIXA Results from (Bianchi et al. 2009a ) survey with our fitting methodology.
0.003±0.043 -1.27±0.65 1.92±1.35 Table 3 . Correlation between M BH from (Bentz & Katz 2015) and σ 2 NXS of the form log(σ 2 NXS ) = A+αlog(M/M piv ) from sample S10 (i.e where there are 20 or more 10ks light-curve segments for each AGN). (1) normalisation, (2) slope, (3) 
Spectral fitting from full obs. duration 1.96±0.336 0.58±0.05 0.89±0.11 From count-rate of eight passes of eROSITA duration 1.897±0.341 0.55±0.05 0.90±0.11 Table 4 . Correlations between M BH from (Bentz & Katz 2015) and L X of the form log( values. As shown in Figure 10 there is a significant correlation between Type 1 AGNs LX and MBH. In the following we explore whether the LX measurements expected from eRASS will be sufficient to be useful in MBH estimation. (Bianchi et al. 2009b ) plotted against s20 (equivalent to our σ 2 NXS20ks term) for 45 AGN in the CAIXA survey (Ponti et al. 2012) . The blue line is the best fit relation with 1-σ uncertainty. Grey regions are 1 and 2-σ scatter. (L piv = 2 × 10 43 erg s −1 ).
Expectations for eROSITA luminosity measurements
The eRASS exposure time is dependent on ecliptic latitude (lat). According to Merloni et al. (2012) , the approximate exposure time TEXP is given by: TEXP ∼ 1627/ cos(lat) seconds for −84 • < lat < 84
• and TEXP ∼ 17, 500 seconds within 6
• of the each ecliptic pole. This assumes 100 per cent observing efficiency. A more realistic efficiency is 80 per cent. These predictions refer to the full four year survey. The exposure time for each of the eight all-sky surveys, will be 8 times lower, so of the order of hundreds of seconds on average. Therefore, it will be impossible to measure σ 2 NXS values from the majority of eRASS AGN. However, it will still be possible to estimate LX values. We forecast the accuracy of the eRASS derived LX values below.
eRASS LX from spectral fits
If the AGN flux is sufficiently high, it will be possible to estimate LX from the eRASS data using spectral fitting. To predict the accuracy of such fits, we have used the existing XMM observations of AGN in Sample-S1 and selected 2-10 keV light-curve segments at random, with a duration of the likely eROSITA exposure time in one of the eight All Sky Surveys. The exposure time was adjusted respective to the AGN latitude. For this exercise we continued to use XMM calibration files, but scaled the exposure time by the ratio of the XMM:eRASS sensitivity (from a comparison of respective effective area in the 2-10 keV energy range, the combined effective area of the seven eROSITA detectors is a factor of about 3.2 less than the XMM PN detector, Merloni et al. 2012) . We extracted source and background spectra for these light-curve segments, and then fit the absorbed powerlaw models as described in Section 3.2. From these fits we extracted LX and ∆LX values. Of the AGN in sample S1 tested (1753 XMM observations of 1091 AGN), successful spectral fits were derived for only 
The LX derived from these 80 are compared to those derived from the full XMM exposure time in Figure 13 . There is excellent agreement albeit only for the 4% highest flux AGN.
eRASS LX from count-rates
Where the AGN flux is not high enough to yield a meaningful spectral fit, then it is still possible to estimate LX from the source count-rate using an assumed spectral model. For this exercise, we used an absorbed powerlaw (with Γ = 1.7), with an nH value appropriate for the respective AGN galactic latitude. The conversion factors between count-rate and luminosity were generated using XSPEC. For this test we used 254 on-axis observations of 154 AGN. To predict an LX value for a typical eRASS observation duration, we chose a random start time in the respective observations and set the light-curve duration to be the typical eROSITA observation time at that latitude with a scaling to account for the difference in the XMM:eROSITA sensitivity as used above (Section 5.1.1). A background subtracted light-curve was extracted in the 2-10 keV range and the count-rate recorded. We repeated eight times (to mimic the eight eRASS passes) and calculated the mean and error on the mean. These were then converted to LX using the scaled XSPEC generated conversion factors. (We note that the error on the mean is likely to be an underestimate since the eight light curves came from the same observation rather than eight different epoch observations as would be the case with eRASS). Figure 14 shows a comparison between LX derived from the full-observation spectral method and from this count-rate method (where there were two or more observations of the same AGN, we took the most recent for the count-rate LX comparison). We plot the MBH to LX relation for luminosity derived this (1.897 ± 0.341)(L/Lpiv) 0.55 ± 0.05 ( = 0.90 ± 0.11) Figure 15 . M BH from reverberation mapping studies as catalogued in (Bentz & Katz 2015) plotted against hard-band luminosity estimated from the count-rate of eight passes of typical eROSITA exposure duration (L piv = 2 × 10 43 erg s −1 ). The blue line is the best fit relation with 1-σ uncertainty. Grey regions are 1 and 2-σ scatter.
way and find that the relation is statistically similar to the relation of MBH-LX from a spectroscopic analysis of full XMM observations, albeit with larger uncertainty. This is shown in Figure 15 with correlation shown in Table 4 .
DISCUSSION
AGN Type
Our calculations of LX assumed that the emission from the AGN is isotropic. This is valid if the emission is not beamed but should be taken into account otherwise. Viewing angle will also have an effect on the line-of-sight hydrogen column density, with Type 2 having higher intrinsic values than Type 1. Therefore, an estimate of the absorption at the location of the AGN itself should be combined with the nH value (e.g. from Dickey & Lockman 1990) when the fitting the model. However, the relationship derived between LX and MBH shown in Figure 11 and Table 4 is based only on Type 1 AGN (these are the only ones for which reverberation mapping mass estimates can be made). Therefore, AGN type should not be an issue. That said, when using eRASS LX as a proxy for MBH, one would need to take into account the impact of mixing AGN types. This should not be a problem because spectra will be needed to secure redshifts, and those same spectra can be used to determine AGN type. (A large fraction of the eRASS AGN are planned to be observed by the 4MOST 4 spectrograph).
Eddington rate distribution
The use of LX as a proxy for MBH is dependent on the assumption that AGN radiate at a similar Eddington rate, or at least within a peaked distribution range. Some authors have shown a peak in the distribution of Eddington ratio. For example, in a study of 407 AGN (in redshift range z ∼ 0.3 − 4), Kollmeier et al. 2006 showed that the distribution of Eddington ratios is sharply peaked and independent of bolometric luminosity. They also found that at a fixed MBH the distribution of Eddington ratios is peaked and that this peak occurs at LBOL/LEDD ∼ 0.25 with a dispersion of 0.3dex. Lusso et al. 2012 found that at high redshift the Eddington ratio distribution is approximately Gaussian, with a dispersion of ∼0.35dex, in Type-1 AGN. Steinhardt & Elvis 2010 conclude that the distributions of Eddington ratio are similar for AGN (from SDSS) over a wide range of mass and redshift.
Selection effect at high redshift
We see from Figure 5 that there is a clear trend of increasing LX with redshift in sample S1 due to the flux limited nature of the observations. Therefore there may be selection effects that have not so far been taken into account within our correlations involving LX. Further selection effects may also be involved for relations involving MBH, as the reverberationmapped masses are available only for the brightest AGN at relatively low-z (z < 0.23 in our study).
Expanding the sample size
We have based our MBH to LX relationship on 30 AGN at z < 0.23 since these were the only AGN available to us that had MBH measurements from reverberation mapping. It would be possible to extend our analysis by including other types of MBH measurements e.g. from the luminosity and the width of the broad Hα line. For example, there are 220 AGN in our S1 sample where MBH has been estimated in Shen et al. (2008) based on Hβ, Mg II, and C IV emission lines. We can also extend our sample by drawing on new compilations of reverberation mapping MBH measurements 5 . In particular, we look forward to measurements from the OzDES project Tie et al. (2016) . This project is targeting AGN in the Dark Energy Survey deep fields. It aims to derive reverberation mapped MBH for ∼ 500 AGN over a redshift range of 0 < z < 4, with 3 per cent uncertainty. Crossmatching the OzDES target list with Sample S1, we found 35 AGN in common. Of these 35, fifteen were not already included in Figure 11 . Of those 15, all but one are at higher redshifts than those included in Figure 11 . These additional AGN will allow us to test how the correlation between MBH and LX evolves with cosmic time. Table 5 , we present LX values for these 15 derived by following the same spectral fitting methodology described in Section 2.
SUMMARY
In this paper we used AGN associated with XCS point sources to confirm the existence of scaling relations between MBH and σ 2 NXS , and between LX and σ 2 NXS . We have also demonstrated preliminary evidence for a correlation between MBH and LX. Such a correlation, if confirmed, would open up the possibility of estimating distributions of MBH values for 100's of thousands of AGN detected during the eRASS survey by eROSITA. We note that the scatter in the relation is large: at a given LX, the MBH can vary by up to two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the method would not be suitable to measure MBH for individual objects, but rather of ensemble populations.
We have described a method to estimate the LX of an AGN from count-rates of short duration observations, such as those in the eRASS, where σ 2 NXS cannot be measured. We have shown that although the uncertainties on the count-rate derived LX are larger than spectrally derived LX, the scaling relation with MBH is the statistically similar.
We have estimated that the number of reverbation mapping derived MBH estimates for AGN with XMM-Newton derived LX values will soon increase by up to 50% thanks to the OzDES project. Almost all of these new MBH values will be for AGN beyond the redshift grasp of our current sample. Testing whether the MBH to LX correlation persists at other epochs will be essential before this method can be applied with confidence to the eRASS AGN sample. Table 5 . Estimated hard-band L X , from spectral fitting, of AGN in the OzDES reverberation mapping survey. These objects did not form part of the samples described in Figure A1 . Hard-band (2.0-10 keV) luminosity of 78 AGN in Sample-S1 common with (Corral et al. 2011) . The dotted line is a one-to-one relation (x-axis error bars are not shown for the Corral L X estimates as these are not included in their table of results).
XCS
APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY TESTS
We carried out several tests to explore the robustness of the results presented in Section 4.
A1 Luminosity
We compared our hard-band luminosity results with those estimated by Corral et al. (2011) , a X-ray spectral analysis of > 300 AGN (z < 2.4) belonging to the XMM-Newton bright survey (XBS). There are 78 AGN in common with our S1 sample. We found good agreement between the two sets of LX measurements, see Figure A1 . NXS values derived from 10ks light-curve segments in (Ponti et al. 2012 ) (s10 CAIXA ) and our S10 sample. The dotted line is a one-to-one relation.
A2 Normalised excess variance
We compared our values for σ 2 NXS with those of the Ponti et al. (2012) CAIXA survey. There are 98 AGN in common with our S1 sample. Of these, there are 12 AGN in the S10 samples (i.e. with 20 or more good 10 ks lightcurve segments). We found a good agreement between our σ 2 NXS [20ks] results and the equivalent s20 values from (Ponti et al. 2012 ), see Figure A2 . As previously noted Allevato et al. 2013 suggest that σ 2 NXS is a biased estimate of variance (even in a continuously sampled light-curve) and provide a scaling factor based on the PSD of the light-curve. Since we don't have prior knowledge of the PSD in most cases, we are unable to use this method -but should this become available this would be an interesting future approach to determining σ 2 NXS .
A3 Luminosity contamination by line-of-sight clusters
We checked to see if any of our AGN lies within or along the line-of-sight to a galaxy cluster. If this was the case, emission from the cluster might boost the measured LX of the AGN. We cross matched all the AGN positions in our S0-Sample with extended XCS sources that been identified as a cluster in the redMaPPer SDSS DR8 cluster catalogue (Rykoff et al. 2014) . For this we used a matching radius of ∼250 kpc, assuming the redshift in the redMaPPer catalogue. We found 12 matches (i.e ∼1 per cent of sample S1), one of which is shown in Figure A3 . None of these 12 were included in the scaling relations presented in § 4 as in all cases there were fewer than five good light-curve segments. Figure A3 . PN observation 0305920401 and zoomed image of AGN XMMXCSJ143450.6+033842.5 (green circle). This AGN at z = 0.028 is within the projected 250 kpc core radius (white circle) of a redMaPPer cluster with a separation of 63 arcsec. The cluster is at z = 0.146 at which redshift the angular extent of the core region is 97 arcsec. The pixel size 4.52 in energy range 0.5 − 2.0 keV. Table B1 . Combined table of Samples S10, S20 and all AGN with M BH from reverb mapping in sample S1.
APPENDIX B: TABLES
(1) XCS point source name, (2) AGN name if given from literature (3) AGN Type if given from VC13 or SIMBAD, 1, 2 and intermediate, Q-Quasar, BL-BL Lac (4) redshift (5) Luminosity (in 2-10 keV band) erg s −1 (6) photon spectral index (7) S10 sample σ 2 NXS value (8) number of 10 ks light-curve segments in AGN,(9) S20 sample σ 2 NXS , (10) number of 20 ks light-curve segments in AGN sample, (11) Black Hole mass M from (Bentz & Katz 2015 
